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LAST MEETING    -   Assembly 

 

Rotary Information – Howard spoke on the mission statements of R.I. and Foundation 
 

The mission of Rotary International is to provide service to others, promote integrity, and advance 

world understanding, goodwill, and peace through its fellowship of business, professional, and 

community leaders. 
 

The mission of the Rotary Foundation of Rotary International is to enable Rotarians to advance 

world understanding, goodwill, and peace through the improvement of health, the support of 

education, and the alleviation of poverty. 
 

Announcements 

 Invitation from Guides for the president to attend a BBQ on 3/4/12 

 Thanks to those helping with the KVE BBQ. Aprox $2100 profit. 

 

Attendance 
68% with the birthday song being sung to Ian B. and David T. 
 

From the assembly. 

 Don – is interested in getting a guest speaker on mental illness. 

 Noreen – the need to reply to invitations from other clubs. 

 Stephen – Rotary Grace and the National Anthem – are they relevant to-day. 

 Rotary is a huge and complex organisation which makes it hard to understand and hard for the 

dissemination of information. 

 Perhaps follow a particular facet of interest rather than try to be involved in the lot. 

 Too many e-mails 

 Ian B. would like to have a public awareness night on dementia. Motion moved and carried. 

             (Perhaps this could be in conjunction with Don’s night) 

 

Raffles 
      1. Trish 

      2. Oliver – 4 of Clubs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

         The main topic on the funny side of the room was old  tractors.          
 
 

 
Full of enthusiasm. It was all go, go, go, on the top table. 
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          Apologies/guests to Don 60 330423  -  dburrowes@dragnet.com.au 
 

 29/3/2012 5/4/2012 12/4/2012 

Programme BBQ at Don and 

Wendy’s 

TBA TBA 

Chairman  Stephen Ian B 

Treasurer Craig Narelle Stephen 

Rotary Grace  Craig Narelle 

Loyal Toast  Gary Craig 

Intnl. Toast  Alan Gary 

Rotary Info  David T Alan 

Sergeants help  John David T. 
 

BBQ this meeting – bring a chair, alcoholic beverage and mozzie goo.  A-L 

bring a salad, M-W bring a sweet or just bring whatever and turn up. 

                                          ------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(Steve has requested more blonde jokes . . . as we all know, Steve is prone to having blonde moments 

from time to time. Hope this one wont be too hard.) 
 

A blonde buys two horses and she can't tell them apart. So she asks the farmer next door what to do. 

He says to cut one of their tails off. So she does. But then the other horse's tail gets caught in a bush 

and rips off. So she can't tell them apart again. 

She asks the farmer for advice a second time. He tells her to cut one of the horse’s ears. So she does. 

But then the other horse gets its ear ripped in a barbed wire fence. 

She is still confused. She asks the farmer what to do. He tells her to measure them. 

She comes back and says, "The white horse is 2 inches taller than the black horse!" 

                                                      ------------------------------- 

If it's true that we are here to help others, then what exactly are the other's here for? 
 

How important does a person have to be before he is considered assassinated instead of just murdered? 
 

Once you're in heaven, do you get stuck wearing the clothes you were buried in for eternity? 
 

Who was the first person to look at a cow and say, "I think I'll squeeze these dangly things here, and 

drink whatever comes out!" 
 

If marriage is an institution and love is blind, wouldn't married couples in love belong to an institution 

for the blind? 
 

Why does a 'slight tax increase' cost you $200 and a 'substantial tax cut' save you 30 cents? 
 

If fire-fighters fight fire, then what do freedom fighters fight? 
 

If you say that 3 out of 4 people suffer from loose bowel movements. Does that mean that one of them 

enjoys it? 
 

"IT'S A GUY THING" 

Translated: "There is no rational thought pattern connected with it, and you have no chance at all of 

making it logical." 
 

“I HEARD YOU." 

Translated: "I haven't the foggiest clue what you just said, and am hoping desperately that I can fake it 

well enough so that you don't spend the next three days yelling at me." 
 

"I CAN'T FIND IT” 

Translated: "It didn't fall into my outstretched hands, so I'm completely clueless." 


